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1. Introduction
As a physical scientist, my interest in ionic liquids (ILs), which dates back to 2008, stems
from the potential applications of their micro- and nano- droplets. At that time we
published a review in Small on the production, imaging and wetting of ultrasmall droplets,
which has been very successful, a success symptomatic of the enormous interest that these
minute droplets are arousing.1 In this current (narrative) overview, my interest is to provide
an accessible and entertaining view, in particular of ionic liquid droplets (ILDs) and the new
research niches they are finding in Physics, beyond sharing the findings of other research
groups. Accordingly, the structure I am going to develop is intended for an easy reading, the
reader be a physicist or a biologist, or even an undergraduate science student. If you are
not familiar with ILs, what you should know on them for following this work is rather simple:
these liquids are salts that are liquid at room temperature, highly polar, non-volatile,
electrically conductive, of intermediate viscosity, and that comprise an organic cation and
either an organic or inorganic anion. They are considered "designer solvents", because of
the virtually inifnite number of them that can be produced, and also as "green" alternative
to the volatile organic solvents.2 As a curiosity, the first produced IL dates back 1914 (by
Paul Walden), although no much attention was due to it at that time. ILs are widely used
today in fundamental Chemistry and also in industry. To put it in context, the market size of
ILs is predicted to reach USD 41.9 million by 2026, with annual growth rates of 11.6%
between 2021 and 2026.3 In Physics, the field is newer so it is especially apt to be
developed from a what is usually known as exploratory, discovery or curiosity-driven
perspective. The use of ILs is beginning to mature in Physics and there is enough work done
for an overview paper to be of broad interest. In this paper, first we will sow curiosity about
different aspects and potential discoveries that may arise enabled by ILDs, and then some
references featuring particularly fascinating or unforeseen results or applications will be
offered. As of the notation to be used, we will refer to macroscopic, microscopic and
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nanoscopic IL droplets as M,m,n(ILDs), respectively. This is is because in some specific fields
the term "mini" is sometimes used to refer to small systems but that can be either
macroscopic, microscopic or nanoscopic. For example, you can find that in the literature a
"miniemulsion" refered to
as an emulsion with nanometer-size droplets, or that a
"minilense" can refer to a milimeter sized optical lense. Here we will adopt dimensional
prefixes ("nanoemulsion" and" lense" would then be used here).
ILs are a substance usually thought of as a solvent in the chemical industry and also in
fundamental chemistry. In our case, however, we will focus on ILs when they are in the form
of droplets, i.e. compartmentalized and enveloped by a surface generated by surface
tension. This is obviously a rather physical or engineering approach and accordingly the
reader will find here and within the referenced works data, concepts and magnitudes such
as droplet profile, velocity, contact angle, density, topography, spatial confinement, spatial
patterns, surface and line tension, wetting, electric, magnetic and electromagnetic fields,
light, mirrors, lenses, vacuum etc. rather than those usually found in chemical essays. In
many cases we are going to see that the findings and the innovations that are being
produced with the use of ILDs are conceptually very simple even though the techniques
required for their realization are some of the most advanced we have today. This allows me
to present this work in an informative manner. This is not at odds with their importance.
Accordingly, we will find that many of these advances are being published in high impact
journals such as Science, Nature,... where everyone knows that only research projects or
results with a very broad and deep scope are published. We will not deal with the hard
chemical or simulation advances, which the reader can access in the many available
bibliography. 4 5 6 7
2. Physical discoveries enabled by ionic liquid droplets
Entering into the subject at hand, M,m,n(ILDs) are offering an astonishinly broad field of
new experiments with interesting applications and potential in basic science, too, due to
their unique general physical properties and also to the ease of tuning them. Why do I say
this? Consider how many useful discoveries we may be able to make with having the these
particular liquids compartimentalized into droplets (that is, separated from the
environment by the surface tension produced surface). Have you ever thought of using
them as tiny containers to carry out chemical reactions by using minimal amounts of
reagents (that can be very expensive or unavailable) or to precisely synthesize crystals of
minute sizes in a controlled manner? Synthesizing single-crystals in such small chambers
has advantages over larger vessels at hand in a laboratory because they are less interfering
variables (spatial heterogeneities in temperature or composition, for example).8 9 10 Also, if
our ultrasmall chambers are perfectly spherical and smooth there are no corners or
irregularities and there is thus less possibility for other crystals to nucleate there. Nature
actually its own oily microdroplets that operate as highly refined microfactories, the
bacteria, which have evolved to synthesize all kinds of chemicals and nanoparticles.11 12
Could our droplets be used for delivering a certain substance to a targeted location within
the human body? First, the toxicity of the ILDs must be asseded (as it was done with C
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nanotubes or with nanoparticles of all kinds a few years ago, or with graphene nowadays...).
13 Let's not forget that a nILD of a given composition need not always behave in the same
way as a bulk liquid: a nanodroplet can use its surface tension to burst the cell membrane
and kill a pathogen. This, in turn, is reminiscent of the behavior of nanoparticles: Au is inert
for humans and and then used in medical implants as stents or teeth, but an Au
nanoparticle can kill a cell just by contact! 14
Changing the subject. Everyone remembers from physics classes that a drop of water works
like a lens. So, if we have unaltered mILD on either a solid or another liquid, it is quite
tempting to assume that, given that you can vary the liquid and thus the refractive index of
the medium, and that the walls are perfectly smooth, we can use our ILDs to make
microlenses. They are intrinsically smooth without polishing and their 3D shape is easier to
tune than if it were a solid.15 16 17 Wondering how could we change their shape? The
electrowetting phenomenon can be used for this: since ILDs are conductive, a potential
difference can be established between it and a conductive substrate and the contact angle
(that is, the degree of flattening) and thus the focal length of the lens, will change. In this
way we can build variable focus lenses, the kind used by the cameras of our modern
smartphones.18 19 What if we coat the ILDs with a reflective substance to manufacture
micro mirrors or micro- light concentrators for optical applications or energy harvesting
applications? Believe me or not, a Science paper reported some years ago a method for
constructing a lunar telescope mirror by coating an IL surface with reflective Ag. And, by the
way, yes, space technologist are also pointing to ILs for obvious reasons (non-volatility and
wide liquid temperature range)!20 Further, considering how light bounces inside a spherical
droplet, perhaps we can concentrate the light to generate a laser! I remember how
fascinating resulted to me reading some years how microcavities like those we were
developing using ILDs were being tested by optics experts as "whispering gallery mode"
cavities for constructing microlasers!21 22 Let's carry on.
Lets now think that way: if ILs are conductive and non-volatile, we might be tempted to
place ILDs in a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) or Environmental Scanning Electron
Microscope (ESEM) to observe them. Weird, isn't it? One is not accustomed to imagine a
liquid in an SEM chamber because everyone knows that it evaporates instantaneously there.
With this possibility of imaging ILDs, specially micro/nanodroplets, we could retrive 1D
physical profiles of the droplets (this allowing us to extract relevant geometrical parameters
like height, radius, contact angle, deviations from a spherical geometry...)!1 23 24 25 Now let's
think about the 2D surface of those droplets and how to map its topography quantitatively.
We could use the tip of an atomic force microscope (AFM) to do a scan, either in air or in a
lidquid and obtain nanometer resolution images, with confidence that it will remain
unchanged during experiments! Very good. (A liquid surface might be considered as smooth
as other standards like mica or silicon).26 27 With this cability of the AFM we could explore
process tracking right at the surface of the liquid, thus opening the door observe the
formation, for example, of organic monolayers or self-assembled systems directly on the
liquid surface, without the need to be transferred to a solid support to be observed by
AFM. And why not with any type of electron microscopy?28 We could even change the
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polarity, the surface tension or any other parameter of the liquid to our liking (depending
on the study). Appealing! So far we have dealt with isolated droplets and as you can see a
myriad of potential applications come to mind, conceptually simple. Moreover, if we could
have them patterned on a surface could, we could turn into more advanced optical
applications: we could replicate a system of lenses, an array (like a compound eye of a fly),
if we have a way to deposit ILs in an orderly fashion on a surface.29 Fortunately we all are
familiar with inkjet printers, whose basic technology can be used for depositing droplets in
an automatized way. Here we have another field that opens up before our eyes. And giving
another twist, we could take advantage of the fact that we have liquid spherical
topographies on a surface to transfer this topography to a solid. How? There are
commercially available a series of plastics that are liquid but that solidify after heating. In
other words, we could put these liquid plastics in contact with the mILDs arrays, heat and
remove the solidified plastic, and magics!, we this obtain a solid with those microdroplets
replicated without the need to use expensive lithography or laser systems to etch the
surface. This is commonly refered to as soft lithography. There are countless current fields
of science that are advancing thanks to the modification of the topographies of materials at
increasingly minute scales, from implants, to antibacterial or super-repellent surfaces, to
solar cells. These fields are continuously demanding new forms of topographies. And it all
starts with liquid, not solid, molds! A few years ago, in the midst of international ecstasy
about the promises of ILs (something similar is happening today with graphene, for
example), it was discovered that ILs can also be distilled.30 Hadn't we agreed that they are
not volatile? Well, yes, but with vacuum and enough time we can make the molecules leave
the liquid. Perfect. This gives us the option of creating droplets in another way: making
them nucleate on a surface by condensation from the vapour phase. We may even
previously modify the surface with chemical patches to attract the IL molecules to them!
The longer the time vacuum is applied, the more volume the droplets will have! Easy. It is
something similar to the formation of droplets on a mirror when we take a shower or the
formation of bubbles of a soft drink on the irregularities of a glass. We would thus have two
different solutions for depositing ILDs on a substrate; and they need not be equivalent: put
a rough surface in water saturated atmosphere and let droplets nucleate and growth onto a
hydrophobic surface; you shall see that display different shape, contact angle, than those
formed if you deposit them on it using, for exmaple, a syringe. This is so because deposited
droplets sometimes remain on the surface on a higher-energy state that nucleated ones
(they are not completely "at rest" energetically speaking: only by giving them energy, for
exmaple making them vibrate, they will evolve to their minimum energy state).31 Of course,
droplets must be of clean water and small enough (radius ⪅ 2.7 mm, the capillary lenght of
water at common conditions) so as not to flatten the drop. Better, then. More diversity of
methods within our reach. And already in a twist to the previous twists, the droplets of
cylindrical geometry or more complex do not have to resist us. In other words, we can
"write" (print) on a surface microscopic shapes other than spherical cap geometry droplets:
lines, line intersections, circles-toroids,... Almost any kind of design made with liquid writing
will certainly find a potential application. Do you feel constructing liquid cables is feasible,
for example? Writing a nanoliquid line would allow scientists to precisely study them using
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AFM without the burden that of to what degree it might be evaporating during, as it
happens with conventional solvents. Or we could construct standard systems (nanolines, for
example) to be used for Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (TOF-SIMS)
imaging. 32
Anyone who has worked with ILs knows how quickly they become contaminated. Water
vapor from the atmosphere is immediately incorporated into the IL and can change its
properties (surface tension, for example) depending on the amount of water vapor
absorbed. I myself have seen SEM images ILDs covered with changing patterns, probably of
nanometer thickness, reminiscent of the surface of a soap bubble or of the shapes left by
traces of gasoline on the surface of puddles of water and most likely due to contamination
of the surface of the IL by water vapor or other organic gases. Incidentally, we were
fortunate to discover that we could observe with SEM dynamic processes occurring at the
liquid surface! (a beatiful example of opportunistic discovery, by the way).33 Has it ever
occurred to you that a small drop, appart from having a small volume, do also display large
surface-to-volume ratio, and that given the high gas solubility characteristics of ILs, could be
explored for build gas sensors? What about CO2 sensors, now that greenhouse gas capture
technologies are on the agenda? Whatever the gas, they could improve the performance of
classical sensors that suffer from the evaporation of the solvent where the gas difuses. 34
Emulsions (either macro/micro/nano) are where you commonly encounter macroscopic,
microscopic and nanoscopic droplets immersed in another liquid, respectively. A lot of
energy must normally be applied to the system to form really small droplets, whereas
conventional mechanical agitation is sufficient to form macroscopic droplets (think of
water-milk emulsion). These systems can also be examined by microscopy techniques. The
smaller the droplets, the more the need to stabilize the emulsion, because the smaller
droplets will tend to coalesce quickly to generate large ones (the Ostwald ripening
phenomenon), leading to demulsification. In order to stabilize them, often surface active
macromolecules are used. There are other highly advanced technologies, such as flow
focusing, which allows the generation of liquid droplets of astonishing uniformity within
another fluid, currently into the market and used for the production of encapsulators or
solid microspheres.35 A special class of emulsions that is receiving considerable attention
today are the so-called Pickering emulsions, which are nothing more than emulsions where
the stabilizers are not chemical substances but solid particles and which have been shown
to be at times more effective than surfactants in protecting against coalescence and within
which substances of interest can be encapsulated (e.g. for release into the human body if
both the particles and the IL are biocompatible).36 As a curiosity and not to tire with so
many discoveries and so many brilliant ideas, it should be noted that the first publication on
them dates from the early 1900s, and that two scientists, Walter Ramsden and Spencer
Pickering, described them independently.37 38 Given the "green" character of ILs, they are
being explored for the development of Pickering emulsions. When a liquid droplet
completely resorbed from solid particles rests on a surface in air, then it is called a liquid
marble.39 Microfluidic and lab-on-a-chip applications may benefit from these systems. Due
to the stability of ILDs, they are finding applications for the study of liquid marbles.40
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Another way to "play" with the surface of these droplets in solution is to use ILs that are
themselves surface-active (surfactants), that is they lower the interfacial tension. In some
examples, like and oil and water, this could ease for example the oil recovery process in an
oil reservoir.41 And one last note about emulsion droplets. There is an interesting
phenomenon that is attracting attention in recent years, called solvent exchange,
discovered in 2000. An example: if we exchange the ethanol in an aqueous ethanol
solution for oil and thus create an oil-saturated aqueous solution, and then map the surface
with AFM, we will see that it is covered by oil nanodroplets over large areas! (try to figure
out if we had to deposit them one by one!). In general, we have to substitute a good
solvent of the desired droplet component with a poor one, both being miscible. It is
therefore a method that does not require energy input to generate small droplets on a
surface. Given the very wide range of solvent characteristics of ILs, they are perfect
candidates to generate m,n(ILDs) in this very simple way.42
To move m,n(ILDs) in a controlled way on either a solid or a liquid may advance
microrobotics or nanorobotics (soft robotics), a very lively subfield of
micro/nanotechnology. In nature, there are examples of them, as swimming bacteria, which
exhibit active systems of motion, called pili. Today, engineers are hunger for replicating
them to construct microrobots.43 44 Physically, liquid microdroplets are actually very similar
to bacteria (which are still water droplets surrounded by an oily coating!). Is it realistic to
think we could move an ILD? Given their ionic (charged) nature, the first solution that can
come to mind obviously involves the use of an external electric field (we may call it
"eletrotactics").45 Great then. Another wonderful synergy between chemistry and physics.
But bacteria can move by themselves. Being ILs non-living matter, it is only logical to think it
is impossible for ILDs to move on their own. Big mistake. As we can read elsewhere,
imagination along with talent has given rise to self-propulsion, by using spatial gradients in
for example wettability, surface tension or ionic content to move them. Something like
chemotaxis in nature.46 Isn't it cool to be able to move our ILs droplets on a surface without
forcing them through pre formed channels, as is done in microfluidics? As a final point, for
now: a charged object like an ILD moving across a surface has also the potential of
generating electricity!47 48 Exotic, certainly. And natural, at the same time: nature once
again provides us with similes, the power generating bacteria!49 50 Now let's switch to
magnetism. As discussed earlier, the array of available ILs is quite wide and yes, we have a
lot which have magnetic properties. Magnetic properties arise from themselves, with no
need to add magnetic particles.51 Once again, it is easy to intuit that a magnetic field can be
used for making an ILD to move as it is also done with electric fields.52And once again, with
the (magnetotactic) bacteria as a natural simile: they align themselves and migrate along
Earth's magnetic field lines (this called magnetotaxis).53 How advanced! And not just that:
the energy stored in the magnetic field could also potentially be used to partition a droplet,
thus yielding even smaller droplets.54 More Teslas, smaller droplets. This is quite similar to
the electrospray method of splitting one big droplet into many smaller droplets by using
electric fields.55 There, the motto might be "more V/m, smaller droplets". By the way, a
final point: one could even use these electric, magnetic and electromagnetic fields to move
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the ILDs not only on a surface, but literally upwards. Yes, we can levitate ILs droplets, and,
for example, making them to coalesce (react) with each other in a non-liquid environment!
(containerless or touchless reactors).56 57
Let's consider now ILs droplets from another genuinely physical perspective: An ILD does
not volatilize once produced, so its mass remains constant and can easily be calculated from
a microscopy image (density is usually known or can be determined). Therefore, we can use
the ILD as a mass standard to build a mass sensor (using, for example, an AFM cantilever,
whose change in its vibrating behaviour can be precisely measured and correlated with its
mass).58 Isn't that cool?
We may think not only of practical applications, but also of another: progress in basic
physics (pun intended, obviously). For example, there is a whole body of theoreticians
advancing year by year towards understanding of the wetting behavior of droplets of any
size. Data on micro/nano droplets will never hurt, as they are trickier to fabricate, control
and characterise than the milimeter-sized. The fact ILDs follow the laws of wetting59 means
that, for example, we could use in their micro/nano form to advance into the solution of
current scientific controversies such as whether or not the so-called line tension actually
exists.60 61 Line tension is analogous to the surface tension, but acts on the perimeter of the
base of the droplet rather than on the entire surface, and scientists expect that if real, it
could change the contact angle of nanodroplets with respect to macroscopic droplets
(reported values are of the order of just 10-11 J/m). To give another example, ILs now also
allow us to study the elusive so-called "precursor film", a film of nanometer thickness that
any droplet display emanating from the three-phase contact line, by using SEM/ESEM (in
vacuum) or AFM (in air).62 63 64 For sure, wetting theoreticians are on the lookout for new
experimental data obtained with ILDs. 65 66
No matter what application we work on (Fig. 1), utilizing ILs will definitely make us more
environmentally friendly ("greener") while doing science. In closing, as has been shown, for
each of the ideas there is a practical realization published, a beautiful demonstration of the
power of well-informed curiosity and hard work, especially needed in exploratory and
emerging fields.
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Fig. 1. A graphical summary of some of the most relevant applications in Physics requiring
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